July 2017 – A Pond Issue
This newsletter reminds members that we are a pond society
as well as a Goldfish one.

Many years ago, when working for Mars Fishcare, I ran this course on Ponds via
Practical Fishkeeping magazine. Hundreds took the course, earning this diploma
after taking an exam and then, hopefully, building their pond.
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But what type of pond?
Alex Stephenson (our
member in Norfolk) drew
these cartoons for the
Newsletter.
Here is the dozen he
chose and his comments.
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Whatever type of pond you chose – always remember that an average of over 300
people die by drowning each year in the UK, of these, five children (under 5) drown
in garden ponds.
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Forbid your kids to even go near your pond.
A Pond Diploma
If you are interested – below (p4) are the questions that were asked in the PFK
Pond Diploma Course. 75% needed to get a diploma. Do you really want the
answers?

Several hundred PFK readers sent in their answers and at 75% most passed and
received their diploma by post. Only a few got 100% though and a few decided any
answer would do and just ticked all the boxes. Told to try again rather than the just
a ‘fail’!
A similar Diploma course was run for Tropicals, Coldwater and Marine
fishkeeping.
I heard from a few aquatic shops that they received the diplomas as a CV when
applying for a job. That was pleasing.
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Here is the PFK page from 1997 ….
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This Month’s Top Tip(s) – for Ponds
One from Alan Ratcliffe – if you net the whole pond to avoid Herons, use a black
mesh, not a green one. Green reflects light and makes it difficult to see the fish. A
black mesh virtually disappears.
If you want to build a pond on a sloping garden – or want advice on how to repair a
leaking pond, see my articles on this web page:
http://www.drdmford.com/page2.html (Articles number 4 & 5).
More History
Ponds used at Mars Fishcare for nutritional research were simple plastic containers
used by industry for storage. When filled with water they started to bulge! Hence
the supporting frame. A simple solution for you to make instant ponds for breeding
stock …

(Yes, that is me in food factory uniform.) The three ‘ponds’ were on the ground, on
a pallet, then two pallets. This height difference made it easy to siphon water from
the top pond to all and then a bio-filter pump back to the top pond. Being plastic it
was easy to drill holes, fit plastic hose fittings and connect via garden hosepipes.
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Water Falls
If you already own a pond, adding a waterfall will add beneficial aeration.

The design depends on your type of pond,
but you will need a submersible pump plus
pipework – which can be hidden behind
that design.

If the pump or biofilter is a separate
unit, build an outflow that gives a
pleasing cascade.

If pebbles are added (increases aeration
as well as aesthetics) build a slight lip to
prevent them washing over the waterfall.
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Another Pond
If you prefer to keep all your Goldfish in the Fish House, you could always add a
‘swimming pond’. It is all the rage now in Europe – a few here in the UK (see
www.gartenart.com ). It will cost you about £90,000. Fish are not allowed in
swimming ponds, but at least the water is gin-clear. They say.

Minutes of the July Meeting
With it being an altered date meeting, most members had to send apologies.
The only message Sherridan wanted to minute was to remind members that the
Open Show by NEGS that will take place on Sunday 16th of July at Redby
Community Centre, Fulwell Rd, Sunderland SR6 9QP. Even if you are not showing
please visit to support them. Plenty of free parking! You can also visit the
attractive seaside of Redby just minutes away.
If you are showing, download the Entry Form from here:
NEGS2017new.pdf
Next meeting at The Church Inn will be Tuesday August 8th at 8pm.
Nationwide members always welcome.
But please let Sherridan know if you can’t
make it.
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